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                                 The Tangled Web of Trump Politics and Journalism    
  
“These are sick people. If you wanted to discover the source of the division in our country, look 
no further than the fake news and the crooked media. It's time to expose the crooked media 
deceptions and to challenge the media for their role in forming divisions and yes, by the way, 
they are trying to take away our history and our heritage,” Trump said during an August 23 rally 
in Phoenix, Arizona. 
  

During the summer of 2017, I faced the daunting challenge of becoming a member of 

the “crooked”, “fake news” media that President Donald Trump continuously condoned. I 

interned at ABC News, under the White House, Pentagon, State Department and Digital 

divisions (all branched into Global Affairs and Politics), and covered the very president that 

denounced us daily. As an intern who shadowed multiple correspondents and oversaw the 

digital process behind ABC News Politics.com, I realized over ten weeks that the media had a 

closer, much more amicable relationship to White House staffers, military personnel and State 

Department diplomats than the public would have noticed. And the initial shock at this discovery 

showed me how well Trump had deceived the public, and what my internship would entail. 

Political journalism in the era of immediate Facebook alerts has only become more 

challenging. Throughout my internship, I would see the Capitol Hill and White House 

correspondents stake out senators, representatives, staffers and call senior administration 

officials repeatedly to confirm key facts in order to allow it to be reported up as a digital piece, 

for example, one of the correspondents staked out Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., for a 

comment on Trump’s criticism of Attorney General Jeff Sessions, sent initial notes to me and we 

worked together for 2 hours to nail down the exact Graham quotes for the digital piece via his 

office. While it was slightly later than CNN and NBC’s pieces, we managed to get a quote from 

the office of Sen. Chuck Grassley, R-Iowa, and wrapped it as a “Republican Sen. Lindsey 

Graham warns of 'holy hell to pay' if Trump fires Sessions” piece.  Now, here’s where things 

become interesting. Although this piece didn’t garner any opposing reaction from the offices of 

the senators we reported on, there have been moments where the communication directors of 
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these offices would try to rephrase the initial quote, ask if there was a possibility of going “on 

background”1 or give “off the record”2 information to ensure we understood why certain 

reactions happened the way they did. This ultimately led me to realize that there was already an 

established camaraderie between senators, correspondents and staffers on the Hill. 

Based on Trump’s recent onslaught of reactions against the media such as calling 

journalists during the Charlottesville rally briefing “fake news”, I expected a palpable tension to 

exist between our correspondents and senators. The tension does exist at a lower degree. The 

vast majority of times, Capitol Hill correspondents like ABC’s Mary Bruce would wait four to five 

hours near closed door committee hearings or briefings in preparation for a senator like Sen. 

Susan Collins, R-Maine to exit to immediately put out a question to her on the unsuccessful 

skinny reform proposal. On most occasions, senators like Collins would respond confidently to a 

camera and bright production light in front of their face. However, there have been rare 

moments where senators would run off, say angrily “no comment” or encourage a referral to 

their offices instead. This would put us in a tailspin because a potential digital story would be “on 

hold”3, while we tried to pin down a quote from the senator’s office and get a piece out as fast as 

CNN. The fact that most of these senators are comfortable giving quotes on camera to Mary 

Bruce or other Hill correspondents reveal how close the relationship between Congress 

members and the press is to the point that they can anticipate correspondents’ questions. But, 

sadly the relationship has become more complicated in terms of dealing with those closer to the 

president or seeking his approval like Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Kentucky. McConnell  

would avoid questions or on-camera comments and only occasionally refute the president’s 

Twitter claims.  

                                                
1 On background : Reporter is allowed to use the information but can’t name the source or quote him/her 
directly  
2 Off the record : Reporters are not allowed to disclose any piece of information to the public at all. 
Information is usually given off the record as additional guidance for reporters on policies.  
3 On hold : Stories that have already been written up 50-80% but are put on hold for official confirmation 
until a senator, staffer, senior administration official or White House member confirms news.  
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McConnell, coupled with House Speaker Paul Ryan are some of the hardest 

government representatives to chase after, and the difficulty highlights the “fake news” influence 

Trump has had deep within the crevices of Congress. Prior to Ryan’s criticism of Trump’s 

pardon of former Arizona sheriff Joe Arpaio, Ryan oscillated between maintaining a calm 

demeanor on the Hill and supporting the president in hardline Republican policies such as 

repealing Obamacare. I have noticed that correspondents face difficulty trying to obtain any kind 

of remark from Ryan’s office and Ryan has actively retweeted others attacking the press or 

criticized the press himself.  

During moments like this, correspondents would chase after other Republican senators to try 

and get a comment, and circle back to Ryan for his take on these new comments. Has it worked 

all the time? The answer is ‘No’. During the 2016 elections, Ryan slammed Trump for his racist 

comments regarding an Indiana judge’s Mexican descent and Trump’s lewd Access Hollywood 

tape. Nevertheless, the strings of communication between the press and Ryan have only 

loosened due to the precarious position Ryan is in now, as one of the president’s supporters. 

Ryan has never publicly condemned Trump for his attacks on the press, save his denunciation 

of Trump’s comments towards “Morning Joe” host Mika Brzezinski, and correspondents often 

get comments hours after multiple emails and stake-outs. As a result, I have learnt that those 

closer to the president can tend to be a liability (sometimes), than a strength when it comes to 

assisting press members.  

Now, if those in Congress close to the president are distancing themselves from the 

press, then White House officials must be running miles away from them, right? This dances in 

complicated territory. I have not worked directly with White House senior administration officials 

but I have observed my supervisors talking to them on the phone and trying to negotiate a way 

to declare the information they have to the public. Most officials tell my bosses classified 

information that is either embargoed, off the record or ready to be released but ask that their 

names as sources be excluded from the piece. While journalism ethics advise against allowing 
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sources to remain unnamed, the current torrential nature of the White House with its multiple 

Scaramucci, Bannon, Priebus, and Gorka resignations underline that these officials are trying to 

juggle the press and the president and keep both contented at the same time. This marks the 

reasoning behind being referred to as “senior administration officials” or “officials” in pieces. But 

there is an outlier to this pattern, and her title and name is White House Press Secretary Sarah 

Sanders. Sanders is the White House’s official face and she is one of the sources who can be 

named. Sanders interacts quite frequently via email with reporters and also hosts (now) almost 

weekly briefings, where she may rebuke our questions or embark on a similar tirade against the 

press as Trump. As much as it would be easy to categorize Sanders as one of Trump’s 

supporters, I acknowledge that Sanders gives reporters quotes and helpful comments. It is a 

seesaw relationship and you never know which Sarah you are going to get but whichever way, 

Sanders will hint at or reveal an answer eventually, be it Trump’s postponed London visit or trip 

to Texas on this Saturday. And that makes the “fake news” phenomenon “fake” and 

demonstrates how White House officials recognize the importance of co-operating with press 

members regarding Trump pieces, videos and information.   

Where the White House occasionally toys with ABC’s White House correspondents such 

as not giving them the president’s schedule until 2 hours before a Trump event, the Pentagon 

runs on a far more amicable and regimented system, with a tighter space for controversial 

questions. During my day at the Pentagon shadowing our two main correspondents there, I 

discovered that chief military officials or Army, Marine or Navy members who had specialized in 

public affairs led the charge as a spokesman or spokeswoman for their specific region, be it 

AFRICOMM (African Central Command) or NORTHCOMM (North American Central 

Command). These specialized Pentagon spokespeople had an open office space, where 

members of the press could easily walk into any time of the day to seek a comment, attend a 
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gaggle4, participate in a briefing with U.S. Secretary of Defense James Mattis or check in with 

officials on data e.g. Hurricane Harvey military personnel. I had the opportunity to hear from Col. 

Robert Manning, the Director of Public Affairs for the United Nations Command /Combined 

Forces Command /U.S. Forces Korea, during a gaggle on North Korea’s recent missile crossing 

over Hokkaido, Japan on August 28 and was shocked at how friendly these officers were, and 

how hard they tried to give the press as much background and updated information on Mattis’ 

thoughts as their posts allowed them to. While Manning didn’t divulge information on the 

Pentagon’s upcoming classified actions in response to the latest North Korean missile, Manning 

relayed data on the missile’s range, classification, the military reaction in South Korea to it, and 

confirmed details we had gained from Yonhap, South Korea’s official news agency. Manning’s 

ease at confirming our questions sped up our editorial management on this news because we 

could push it out with official confirmation from the Pentagon. The officers’ camaraderie with our 

correspondents displayed how comfortable they were with the press--a stark contrast to 

Trump’s words on his administration opposing journalists.  

However, I also came across a slight quiver of tension within the Pentagon’s brown-

walled offices due to the Trump administration’s, sometimes, unclear policy guidelines e.g. the 

recent transgender ban. On August 28, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) joined two 

other human rights’ organizations to sue Trump for his military transgender ban policy. Upon 

hearing the news, correspondents flocked to Manning and the NORTHCOMM spokesman to 

seek a comment. But Manning himself didn’t have a comment and engaged in a heated 

exchange with one of the correspondents, revealing his own frustration at not knowing what was 

appropriate to disclose. The correspondent asked Manning whether Mattis would immediately 

implement Trump’s ban or the Pentagon would take several, detailed steps towards it, and how 

the Pentagon was reacting to these lawsuits. Manning kept repeating that the Pentagon didn’t 

                                                
4 Press gaggle : A gaggle is an informal briefing that permits audio recording but prohibits any form of 
videography 
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have a comment and that it was too hard to gauge what Mattis’ overall plan constituted. 

Correspondents tried to push Manning for a less vague answer, but the colonel stood firm in a 

frustrated manner. The way Manning reacted to the push-and-pull exchange highlights how 

spokesman within the administration have a difficult time, trying to balance the need for 

confidentiality with their strong relationship with the press. It was clear that Manning knew the 

information we were seeking but wasn’t sure if he had the jurisdiction to reveal it just yet. 

Although Trump himself is often quite open with reporters, the spokesman within his 

departments have a harder time, maintaining the same attitude due to the president’s often 

conflicting, sudden and erratic policies.  

No place demonstrates this attitude more clearly than the State Department. A week 

before the Pentagon, I shadowed our State Department correspondent right after Trump’s 

announcement of his intentions to send more troops to Afghanistan. While we were preparing 

for U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson’s briefing, I noticed the department’s spokeswoman 

Heather Nauert, pushing for a confirmation from our correspondent that our main Global Affairs 

anchor, Martha Raddatz would be present and the subject or type of question we were looking 

towards. Journalism ethics encourages journalists to not reveal the exact question to their 

interviewee in the hopes of not getting a diluted, or rather “cleaned up” response. At the State 

Department, this ethics rule faces complication because a very vague subject line or no subject 

line from us reduces our chances of Heather pointing her finger at us and allowing us to 

question Tillerson in-person. Major State Department briefings featuring Tillerson run differently 

to normal briefings because Nauert has already discussed with major media outlets’ 

correspondents in advance which anchor would be coming and the subject matter. She would 

have also prepped Tillerson for a question within those subject areas. Journalists who co-

operate with Nauert have a stronger chance of their questions being answered and inciting a 

fresh quote from Tillerson for their stories. This could seem as a borderline transgression of 
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journalism ethics rules but this is the reality of political journalism, and the method journalists 

use with spokespeople like Nauert to obtain classified information from departments.  

Having shadowed correspondents from the Rose Garden at the White House to the 

State Department briefing room with Tillerson, I have come to the conclusion that political 

journalism in Trump’s era is complicated and uncomplicated at the same time. We still follow 

journalism ethics closely, we still strive for accuracy, we try to harness speed, and we still 

maintain close, amicable relationships with different departments’ spokespeople. However, 

Trump’s newfound tactic of revealing his policies via Twitter have affected the seamless 

communication between the White House and its departments, and most times, correspondents 

and spokespeople can be in conflict over what information to disclose and when due to the 

department’s confusion over it in the first place. Journalism in the Trump era has only flourished 

and relationships in these departments are cordial and diplomatic in contrast to Trump’s 

criticism of journalists at his rallies. Perhaps this will be Trump’s biggest play of the public then? 

Giving journalists an unfiltered view within the White House and its departments, and crushing 

them tenfold outside the very house he sleeps in.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


